above: new homes at Dale Street and Russell Street

Wheelchair Housing

A scheme of ten new wheelchair accessible homes across three sites in Wolverhampton, developed by Heantun Housing for the City of Wolverhampton.

The fully wheelchair accessible homes were designed in accordance with the recognised
best practice Wheelchair Design Guidance published by Habinteg. A series of plan
arrangements were designed in consultation with the Client and HCA to suit the needs
of prospective tenants. Proposals were developed to suit the context of each of the
three infill sites in Wolverhampton, responding to the local distinctiveness of each
site. The homes are designed to integrate with the existing streetscapes promoting
equality for residents by ensuring that the wheelchair user homes, by their siting and
appearance are not excessively distinctive. This is achieved through material choices,
scale, and roof forms, and designing out the need for visually intrusive aids to mobility.
In addition to ensuring wheelchair accessibility throughout, the designs fulfil the Client’s
demanding specification for new homes, achieve the Lifetime Homes standard, and
meet Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4. The new homes are provided for affordable
rent by the City of Wolverhampton.
Location:			
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Wolverhampton
J. Harper & Sons
Walker Cotter
Design and Build
Not Disclosed

the layout of each room
and all circulation spaces
are accessible, providing
inclusive access for any
member of the famiily to
use a wheelchair

space allowed to maneuver
around furniture, and reach
all doors and windows in
habitable rooms

space to store a second
wheelchair/ scooter under
stairs with room to transfer
between in the hallway

platform lift
between floors
in houses

choice of toilets in each
dwelling positioned to allow an
option of a left or right handed
transfer from a wheelchair

covered car port to provide shelter
when transferring into a car

height adjustable
worksurface and
appliances in kitchens

space to store a second
wheelchair/ scooter next
to front door with room to
transfer between the two

shower rooms arranged with
space to allow an alternative
arrangement with a bath

canopy at front entrance
provides shelter while handling
keys and for waiting visitors

Typical House Ground Floor Layout

space allowed to maneuver
around furniture, and reach
all doors and windows in
habitable rooms

Typical House First Floor Layout
height adjustable
worksurface and
appliances in kitchens

out of reach windows in kitchens
and bathrooms can be operated
with winders

Typical Bungalow Layouts

left: new homes at Fifth Avenue
below: new homes at Lawnside Green
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covered car port to provide shelter
when transferring into a car and
provides shelter at the front entrance

